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One.5° - Global Warming in the Context of the Earth’s Natural
Carbon Cycle (Apr 1)

What are the earth’s natural carbon cycles and how have humans contributed to our
warming planet?  Can we reverse course or is it too late?  UChicago Professor David
Archer will provide a scientific and historical context to the earth’s cooling and warming
cycles to launch the important new UChicago Yuen Campus climate series: One.5°.

One.5° is a new UChicago Yuen Campus series that explores questions on climate
change and seeks answers from global experts from many disciplines. One.5° will
highlight and draw attention to the issues, raise awareness and discuss solutions that
individuals, communities, institutions and governments should consider to have an impact. 
We’ll discuss government policy and regulation that is working, how capitalism and
corporate behaviors are changing and highlight success stories. 

REGISTER NOW

Chicago Dialogues: Episode 7-Life Under the Microscope and
Beyond (Mar 20)

How does an abiding love for knowledge lead to breakthrough in pathology? How can
technology play an empowering role in medical education and healthcare delivery, in
advancing the progress of medical science? Episode 7 of Chicago Dialogues examines
these and other questions through the life and work of UChicago Professor Vinay Kumar.

LEARN MORE

Making the Switch Event (Mar 23)

Are you looking to switch to a career in social impact? Join The Hong Kong Jockey Club
Programme on Social Innovation and the Rustandy Center for Social Sector Innovation at
Chicago Booth for Making the Switch, an event designed to help you position yourself (and
your skills) for a career transition into the social impact space. 

REGISTER NOW

The Hong Kong Jockey Club University of Chicago Academic Complex
The University of Chicago Francis and Rose Yuen Campus in Hong Kong

168 Victoria Road, Mount Davis, Hong Kong
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